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Wine production counts more than 8000 years and it is still one of the most significant agri-food sectors worldwide

considering the generated revenues in the countries' economies and employment level in the sector as well as the health

aspects of wine consumption.
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1. Introduction

Today’s society continues to place growing importance on health and wellness and address issues surrounding them,

taking responsibility for a healthy lifestyle. The attitudes and demand for higher quality have changed considerably .

Consequently, an important issue is the process of food and beverage production and its perfection . Therefore, in the

recent times, agricultural policies have aimed to produce higher quality products.

Still, as reported by WHO , an estimated 600 million people in the world become ill and 420 thousand die yearly

because of eating contaminated products. In turn, it causes lower productivity of the people and higher healthcare costs 

. These numbers are motivated by the fact that certain bacteria not only damage the product, but they can also be

transmitted to humans .

On the other hand, globalization has caused the complication of supply chains as they have gotten longer. They contain

more participants from suppliers to final consumers. This caused the complexity of finding a bottleneck through the supply

chain and provoked the simplicity of falsification of products . Difficulties in tracing the product timely may result in

spreading the contaminated goods on the market and problems of identifying affected items. As a result, the producer

may become forced to recall a greater amount of products and may be under the risk of losing the reputation as well .

Therefore, the information about each stage of supply chain acquires greater importance.

According to Martins-Lopes and Gomes , special attention is focused on the products with PDO (Protected Designation

of Origin), PGI (Protected Geographical Indication) or TSG (Traditional specialty guaranteed). In these cases, the

information about geographical and climate conditions, production techniques, and alike matters, is extremely valuable as

they guarantee the characteristics, safety, and quality of products. One of the most sensitive products in this regard, is

wine . The quality of wine depends on the grape sort; the zone where the grape is grown; its treatment; when the

grape is picked up and crushed; the production process and environment including the variation of temperature and

utensils in which the liquid is prepared; if there is any mistake in bottling and packaging; storage; and transportation

conditions. A little error in any stage can result in the failure of the product . Subsequently, the

transparency of all processes through the wine supply chain is becoming crucial for each participant of the supply chain

and especially for final consumers .

In order to be able to achieve this mission, modern software innovations need to play a crucial part in the overall process

. Meaning, a corresponding software and hardware can be complemented towards determining challenges, avoiding

those obstacles in short time periods, and making overall process of bringing the products to the customer as efficiently as

possible.

The main obstacles that arise usually are the lack of information, its falsification, or unreliability . Ultimately, the

absence of necessary information or its inaccessibility may cause a negative impact on product quality and reliability, and

subsequently, on the health of consumers . At such times, the emerging technologies play a crucial role. They allow the

information to be accessible and controlled in a short period of time. This is happening through the digitization of data and

the acceleration of industry and society .
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Despite the fact that the emerging technologies can digitalize the data and make it accessible, the reliability of the

information still remains as a challenge . So, it should not remain out of consideration. It is necessary to be sure that

the information provided by governments, suppliers, producers, as well as other external entities such as IoT companies,

is reliable, complete, immaculate, and not falsified . In order to achieve this condition, having a centralized system

can be an impediment. There is a high potential for central authority to forge the information according to their own

illegitimate interests.  Additionally, the usage of invalid, misinterpreted, or unrelated data while performing the data

analysis can result in less accurate outputs, expectations, or system behavior, which will affect the total productivity of the

agricultural system under analysis .

2. Blockchain Technology—General Description

“Blockchain is a distributed ledger maintaining a continuously growing list of data records that are confirmed by all of the

participating nodes” . Blockchain technology is a digital ledger of records, called “transactions”, secured with a hash

function, authenticated, and maintained through a distributed network of nodes using a consensus protocol . Nodes are

all participants involved in the blockchain, each one has a copy of the blockchain and equal authority to accept or not the

new blocks . The new blocks are added on the blockchain if all nodes achieve consensus on the transaction. An

indestructible chain is formed, since once the new line (block) is added on the blockchain and proved from all nodes

applying the hash function, it is not possible to change even a little detail in the older data by any single participant .

Therefore, as any distributed ledger technology (DLT), blockchain enables parties who do not trust or even not know each

other, to interact on a peer-to-peer basis without any need of third-party authorities, and to exchange the data in a secure

way. In the blockchain, parties trust each other on the basis of a consensus mechanism—a set of the rules that should be

followed by each of the nodes to verify and validate the transaction and to add the block on a chain .

One way to provide reliable information is through a decentralized system that is trusted by all participants in the

production and delivery process . Also, this system should ensure data immutability. The reliability can be considered

achieved, if the data is available to all participants and if they have the opportunity to verify that the data has not been

falsified since its inception . Besides, if there is a system that can ensure the reliability of the data, it will also be able to

deliver the information securely to the recipient .

From this point of view, blockchain technology (BCT), the first decentralized technology originally developed for mining of

cryptocurrency, has a potential to solve the problem of data reliability, transparency, and traceability, thus guaranteeing the

trustworthiness of information. It represents a protocol providing the infrastructure that ensures the immutability of the

information over time . Because of this property, BCT has been applied in various different areas. The benefit for the

food and beverage supply chain is noteworthy.

A very early beginning of blockchain technology can be found in the 90s when Haber & Stornetta  introduced the work

“How to time-stamp a digital document”. The authors proposed two solutions in order to certify when a document was

created or last modified: the hash function and the digital signature. Since these solutions time-stamp the actual bits of the

document, changing even one character in this document causes the difference in hash value. So it is easy to show that

the signed documents are modified.

Later, in 2008, on the basis of Haber & Stornetta’s  work, the blockchain technology (BCT) itself was invented by

Satoshi Nakamoto as the technological basis for the Bitcoin cryptocurrency . It is a decentralized digital database that

allows the secure recording and sharing of all information regarding transactions, registered by different actors involved in

the production and distribution processes. The main characteristics of blockchain technology are the immutability,

transparency, and traceability of transactions, as well as security based on cryptographic techniques .

Regardless of these features, BCT remained under shadow for several years; in 2014 it began to emerge and it has

continued to gain massive attention globally. This attention is shifting to different areas of uses other than money as well.

Indeed, at present, BCT is among the popular topics for academic research and application in practice. Only in the first

three quarters of 2016, 1.4 billion dollars were invested by startups .

Hence, recently, BCT has attracted increasing attention in the context of new applications. Using the BCT in various areas

has made it necessary to diversify its types . Each field has different requirements and restrictions. For instance,

several studies  have shown that the transparent nature of BCT could be a problem in some areas. For this

reason, the necessity of protecting the information from accessibility for everyone has risen. Additionally, in some cases, it

is impossible to run the system in a totally decentralized and uncontrolled way. Some fields have legal requirements to

know each party in the network ; the business sector mostly has the necessity to have the system more strictly

controlled, with a restriction to modify or even read the blockchain state for several users . Therefore, it becomes
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important to identify each node in the network. As a consequence, there are Public or Private/Permissionless and

Permissioned Blockchain Technologies, described in the next section.

On the other hand, in some cases, the main requirement for the system is to minimize the latency or reduce operational

cost. In this case, the consensus protocol plays a crucial role . It determines the scalability of BCT, since the

computational power and consequently the time for confirming the transaction depend on the quantity of transactions in

each block and the interval between blocks . Individual businesses independently determine the type of BCT that is

comfortable for their work. According to the necessities of various industries, the different features of BCT have been

evolved and diverse types of BCT have been developed. Consequently, the architecture of different blockchain

technologies differ from one other. The public and private blockchains are described in the following section.

3. Public and Private Blockchains

Blockchain Technology, with its classical definition, provides complete decentralization and uncontrollability of the system

. However, over time, the necessity of permissioned BCTs has been raised. These kinds of BCTs make a possibility to

predefine the nodes involved in the system . It does not mean full centralization of a system. In this case, nodes need

the acceptance for joining the network. After that, the system continues to work in a decentralized manner. This function

supports a better authorization and authentication processes. It eliminates the problem of privacy in transaction processes

.

Now blockchains can be categorized into three types: public (permissionless), consortium (permissioned), and private

(permissioned) blockchains. Canadian programmer Buterin Vitalik  describes them in his article “On Public and Private

Blockchains”, their characteristics (Table 1), and advantages and disadvantages (Table 2).

Table 1. Characteristics of public, consortium and private blockchains (Source: Buterin ; Zheng et al. ).

 To Read To Send
Transaction

To Participate
in Consensus
Process

The Mechanism Other Characteristics

Public
“fully

decentralized”
anyone anyone anyone

PoW (Proof of
Work), PoS
(Proof of Stake)

Secured by crypto economics;
the degree of influence is
proportional to the quantity of
economic resources

Consortium
“partially

decentralized”

Anyone/pre-
defined nodes

pre-defined
nodes

pre-defined
nodes

The majority
have to sign
every block

 

Private
“fully private” Anyone/restricted centralized centralized  

Likely applications include
database management,
auditing, etc. internal to a
single company

Table 2. Advantages and disadvantages of public, consortium, and private blockchains (Source: Buterin ; Zheng et al.

).

 Advantages Disadvantages

Public
“fully

decentralized”

Protects users from
developers’ influence;
Trust of the system
(blockchain)
Censorship resistance
Network effect;
Immutability nearly
impossible to tamper

Can reduce the block time till 15 s (Ethereum) instead of 2 h (Bitcoin), but
still it is more than in the cases of private or consortium blockchains

Consortium
“partially

decentralized”

Easy changes, revert
transaction, modify
balances;
The validators are known;
Cheap transactions;
Nodes can be trusted to be
very well-connected;

Immutability could be tampered
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 Advantages Disadvantages

Private
“fully private”

Easy changes, revert
transaction, modify
balances;
The validators are known;
Cheap transactions;
Nodes can be trusted to be
very well-connected;
Greater level of privacy if
read permissions are
restricted.

Immutability could be tampered
In some cases, in order to efficiently work the BC, some heterogeneous
assets from different industries need to be on the same database, which
is difficult to happen in private BCs.

Seemingly, public blockchain is “fully decentralized”, anyone can read and send transactions; consortium blockchain is

“partially decentralized”, anyone or pre-defined nodes can read, and only pre-defined nodes can send transactions; while

private blockchain is “fully private” meaning that read permissions can be both restricted or public while the writing is

centralized .

All three types of blockchain technology have their advantages and disadvantages. The users should choose the one that

fits better to the requirements of a specific field of application.

3. Blockchain Application in Supply Chain

Agriculture is experiencing several environmental, economic, and social issues that push and motivate a transition

towards sustainable paths within the global economic system . Therefore, over the last decade, there was an

exponential increase in promoting smart systems and in identifying ingenious solutions for all the sectors . On the

other hand, BCT has been found to be a revolutionizing technology for a number of different fields of the economy. One of

the industries where BCT is very promising is agriculture.

The adoption of ICT in agriculture sector can certainly strengthen the large-scale transformation, decrease production

costs, and increase investments growth . Especially the adoption of blockchain technology promotes sustainable e-

agriculture . Therefore, BCT can play a fundamental role and could have a wide scope of application, taking into

account the importance of knowing the origin of an agri-food product for consumers and of the usefulness of this

technology to fight against counterfeiting and falsification of products.

Besides, BCT in the agricultural sector is being adopted for optimizing the processes in the supply chain; improving the

traceability; enhancing food safety, and reducing times and cost of transaction, food fraud, and inefficient processes. In

addition, blockchain can improve the profits of farmers and promote ethical businesses, like fair-trade, animal welfare, and

reduce environmental impacts . Therefore, the implementation of the BCT improves the traceability—the

ability to trace and track the food through all the steps . It can avoid a diffuse use of pesticides and fertilizers, which can

cause the presence of residues dangerous for human health . Additionally, BCT gives the ability to suppliers, farmers,

producers, retailers, and governments to identify and confine contaminated elements and to follow its road along the

supply chain.

It is noteworthy that thanks to abovementioned characteristics, BCT significantly reduces the time of re-call if the

hazardous product appears in the retail shops. Therefore, it reduces the inefficiencies along the supply chain that may

cause disastrous results . Precisely detecting maleficent goods in time promotes recalling back the products before it

spreads to the consumers, it does so only with the ones that are affected, so it reduces health risk, financial loss, and

reputation damage .

Blockchain technology influences several factors in the agricultural sector (climate-environment related data, payments,

soil-moisture, demand and sale price, seed quality, products’ convenience to the farmers, equipment, finance, loans etc.)

and focuses on four key aspects :

Consensus and distributed trust among farmers regarding crucial rights;

Security in terms of safety of the data;

Provenance that ensures safe sure transactions and avoids fraudulent data;

Trust among actors that are part of a ledger within buyer–seller relationships.
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Consequently, BCT collects several advantages and generates an exclusive level of credibility but some limits persist and

have to be dealt with: regulations, relationships among actors, data ownership, scalability, etc. . Every business of the

agri-food supply chain manages its own data-recording systems; so, a unique tracking system for info appears tricky due

to the mismatch among software or data structures . In addition, it is necessary to highlight that the costs of skilled

human resources and of developing, adopting, and maintaining blockchain technology can be considered higher than

other systems .

A recent work  investigated BCT in the light of the COVID-19 pandemic and of weaknesses and needs that emerged in

the agri-food chain: The necessity of both real-time accurate information reflecting the purchase choices and of effective

coordination between actors to reply with fast and adequate responses, and the urgency of efficient processes for

reducing times in bureaucracy-based procedures. The figure below (Figure 1) illustrates an improved BCT-based supply

chain system that can be arranged in COVID-19 era to improve the allocation of resources when dealing with unforeseen

events.

Figure 1. BCT in the COVID-19 pandemic economy (Source: Lin et al. ).

Another recent research  proposes to implement a consortium BCT-based machinery scheduling system to join the

advantages of the BCT to the intelligent distributed scheduling of agricultural machinery: In this way, it is possible to

overcome a single point crash, high costs, and waste of resources. On the other hand, Khan et al.  suggested to

combine IoT (Internet of Thinks) with BCT, implementing an IoT–blockchain-enabled intelligent system taking farmers as

participants and allowing them to create personnel files and duly record files for each section (see Figure 2).

Figure 2. The IoT–blockchain-enabled intelligent system (Source: Khan et al. ).

In order to combine BCT to risk issues, FAO proposes an interesting scheme, FARMS (Financial and Agricultural Risk

Management for Smallholders), which provides, through the BCT, easy access to formal financial risk management, while

increasing farmers’ financial literacy.

To underline the fundamental role that this technology could have in the future, Italian Ministry of Economic Development

launched on 18 June 2020 a public consultation to collect proposals collected in the report “Proposals for the Italian

Strategy on technologies based on distributed registers and blockchain”. The report reaffirms the importance of
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implementing a digital infrastructure based on blockchain technologies to promote the development of an ecosystem for

the exchange of product information in order to increase its transparency and strengthen guarantees of origin and food

safety, involving all the actors in the supply chain and the final consumer. The BCT is proposed as a transparent

traceability and communication system aimed at fighting counterfeiting in the various production sectors and the spread of

so-called Italian sounding, together representing valid tools for the promotion of Made in Italy above all in the agri-food

sector.

In line with the above-mentioned framework, the European Green Deal by European Commission and the “Farm to Fork”

strategy for a fair, healthy, and environmentally-friendly food system aim to address in a systemic way the challenges

related to the sustainability of food systems, recognizing the connections that link the health of individuals, companies,

and environment. This strategy is developed around six macro-objectives, which concern the sustainability of food

production phases, food security, promotion of sustainable food consumption, reduction of food losses and waste, and the

fight against fraud in food supply chains.

One of the most sensitive products with features such as provenience and quality is wine. Indeed, the world of wine has

always been associated with traditions related to territory and production methods, but also to sales and distribution

systems. In recent years, there has been an increasing awareness on the side of wine producers. They, in order to face

the increasing global international competition, have favored more and more the inclusion of production criteria aimed in

particular at obtaining high quality products and the sustainability of processes, which are factors appreciated by end

consumers . In particular, in terms of marketing strategies, companies must adopt effective communication strategies to

inform end-customers about the uniqueness of each bottle and its added value, in order to create an unconditional

relationship of trust with the customer, both intermediate or final. In fact, there is an increasing tendency for consumers to

seek information on the products they want to buy, and almost all of them are also prepared to incur higher costs, if this

means achieving transparency in the production processes and guaranteed quality .

The blockchain solutions can ensure the traceability, transaction history, provenience, and quality standards of each bottle

in a safe and immutable way. In addition, the importance of introducing BCT into the wine supply chain derives from the

wine classification system on EU and national level. In fact, there are two main categories of wines: with designation of

origin (PGI and PDO) and wines without this denomination (varietal wines). The difference is between wine products that

maintain a close correlation with the cultivation territory and that have to follow a regulated winemaking procedures, and

wines not linked to determinate areas and production processes.

In addition, adopting BCT can affect not only the traceability of the entire production process, but in particular can result in

:

Consumer’s feedback by means of the use of simple apps;

Customizing a reading system for customers and launching a strong commercial message;

Reliability of information that, not being centralized, is globally available, thus allowing to protect the image of each

winery that can, therefore, protect its product from fakes on the market (fight against counterfeiting);

Automated mechanisms that allow to eliminate intermediaries, reduce waste, and increase production efficiency.

*For the examined model, results and discussion please see the full paper.
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